
HITACHI RESPONSE TO ITC SPATIAL EFFECTS OF HSR CALL FOR 
EVIDENCE 15.10.12 

 

Dear Sir / Madam 

Please see below the responses from Hitachi Rail Europe in relation to 
our support of HSR and the benefits we have seen from HS1 and our 
Class 395 EMU operations linking Kent to central London. 

• Will the cities served by HSR become subservient centres to 
London or be enriched in their own right? 

-       Each city and its community is important in its own right 
and further HSR will provide a better link to individual cities 
and their communities. 

-       People will always travel for to a major city for work and 
HSR allows greater time with families which is something 
that commuters from Kent have identified as a clear benefit 
of HS1 and the Class 395 operations. 

• How will HSR impact on the economic and social well-being of 
the cities/regions it serves? 

-       As cities become a HSR hub it can only raise the profile 
and provide benefits in terms of job opportunities and 
tourism for the local area. 

-       The high speed Shinkansen system in Japan provides 
an incredible service linking cities the length and breadth of 
the country and provides strong competition to airlines. 

-       HSR technology in both rolling stock and infrastructure 
means the impact to local communities in terms of noise 
(wheel to rail interface, aerodynamics, sound pressure 
when entering and leaving tunnels) is continually 
improving. 

-       The supply of the Total Railway System should be 
accessed against the ability to minimise impact to local 
communities and ensure social well-being 

• What will be the impact of HSR on those cities/regions it will not 
directly serve? 

-       The planning of any HSR route is essential. 



-       The route must consider the access of areas and cities 
not served directly to the HSR network. 

-       The next step is to develop further rail links to HSR 
stations to ensure all have access to the HSR network.. 

• What additional public/private investment should be considered 
by cities and their wider region to capture maximum value 
from HSR? 

-       Longer platforms – The Japanese Shinkansen has 
trains 16 cars in length which enrich the HSR experience 
by no standing, 

-       HSR stations in Japan are generally surrounded by 
shopping centres and restaurants etc. 

-       The station and surrounding area should become an 
attraction for the local communities and integral to 
everyday life. 

  
It would be our recommendation that this study includes HSR cities on 
HS1 such as Ashford and gains feedback from the City Council, Tourist 
Board, local people etc. and also considers other countries and their 
clear success stories such as Japan. 
  
I understand this feedback is relatively limited but importantly Hitachi 
are fully committed to supporting High Speed Rail. 
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